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Abstract— In the present scenario, every person is busy in 

their life. It does not matter whether they are physically 

disabled or whether they are young or old. The purpose of this 

project is to introduce the physically disabled people with 

home automation. Since, it’s always the elderly people who 

have issues for doing their work. In this the home automation 

is put into use by the help of speech of an individual. The 

appliances which are connected are controlled by the speech 

commands. Thus, a physically disabled person can control the 

appliances remotely. In this we have used HC-05 module, 

relays, liquid crystal display, microcontroller (PIC) is used. 

In this project just to show the working of voice controlled 

home appliances we have used bulbs. Thus by the use of 

home automation the life style of a particular individual can 

be enhanced. Many other appliances can be controlled by the 

help of home automation like tube lights, bulbs, fan, alarm, 

television. In this liquid crystal display is also used which is 

responsible for showing all the commands which are given by 

the user for the execution of a particular appliance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Home automation is used to control different types of 

appliances. In this the working of the appliances depends 

upon the speech commands given by the individual. The 

speech commands which are given are treated as a input 

which is fed into the microcontroller. The microcontroller 

which is programmed accordingly the commands and if the 

voice command found to be valid operates that particular 

command. For the interfacing between the laptop and the 

microcontroller a Bluetooth module is used (HC-05). Its 

operating power is 1.8V. This is in turn connected to the 

microcontroller as well as the laptop. In project would be very 

beneficial for the handicapped or the elder people who are 

unable to do their basic work like switching on/off the 

appliances. Home automation can be used by any individual 

for completion of a particular task even if they are at some 

remote place. It gives the ease of working. In this project we 

have interfaced microcontroller which receives the 

commands from the user through the use of Bluetooth 

technology. If the commands which have been given are 

found to be valid by the microcontroller then that particular 

command would be executed and the appliances which are 

particularly in use will be displayed to the user by the help of 

an LCD which is interfaced to the microcontroller. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In this project, modules are used for communication, user 

interfacing and display. The main module is the 

communication module which is responsible for the 

interfacing between PIC microcontroller and Bluetooth 

module.  The Bluetooth module used here enables the devices 

which are wireless to communicate with each other over a 

specific range. A Bluetooth uses radio waves. When any two 

devices need to be connected for data transfer they are paired 

together. When the connection is established one device 

works as a master while the other works as a slave. HC-05 

Bluetooth module is used through which serial interfacing is 

done. It has four pins +5V, RXD, TXD, GND. The voltage 

that should be supplied must be 3.3 to 6V, default pairing 

code: 1234, default baud rate: 9600. The Bluetooth module is 

shown in fig: 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Bluetooth module 

In this project when a particular individual gives 

commands then these commands are made to pass to the 

microcontroller which is interfaced with the laptop by the 

help of Bluetooth module. These commands if found to be 

valid by the microcontroller, then that particular task is 

executed and the particular appliance is switched ON/OFF. In 

our project, liquid crystal display module is also used so as to 

monitor all the commands which are given to the 

microcontroller. The block diagram of the interfaced modules 

is shown in fig: 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram of the interfaced modules 

III. RESULT 

The main purpose of our project is to test whether it’s 

working properly in the each environment or not. Thus, 

certain experiments were done. Firstly, the project was kept 

in a place where there was no noise at all. It was seen that it 

was working without any hindrance. Secondly, the project 

was kept in a place where there was some amount of noise. In 
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this case, the microcontroller which was interfaced with the 

Bluetooth module (HC-05) was not able to recognize the 

alphabets which were been spoken like ‘D’ and ‘B’. The main 

reason behind this was as the pronunciation which was done 

by the user was not comprehensive by the recognizer. In order 

to overcome this problem there is a requirement of some 

noise filters which would certainly overcome this problem. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The use of voice controlled home appliances by using 

Bluetooth module (HC-05) which is interfaced with laptop is 

a different approach. This is so because its cost would 

decrease in this way, as individual would be able to use 

speech recognition feature in their laptops. Thus user will be 

able to interact with the project. It is also important in daily 

life of people as they are so busy in their life that everything 

that could be handled through automation should be made 

possible to be handled remotely. Automation also provide 

with security. As it is on voice recognition technology, so 

every individual has its own pitch and tone thus the speech 

recognition feature which is present in our laptop would offer 

security. The following are the features of our system. 

 User friendly.  

 Less consumption of power 

 Cost is reduced. 

 Implementation is easy 

 Wireless connection is used. 

 Provide security. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

We are developing the system in which we will be using 

HM2007 IC to the microcontroller which would be much 

easier. HM2007 IC just needs to be trained and it can be 

trained by any user. It is user friendly. The main reason to use 

voice recognition was to bring the security factor into 

consideration. By using this kind of technology it is restricted 

to a particular person. The main advantage of this project is 

that it can be controlled remotely. The application of this 

project can be increased when it could be used for controlling 

the fan speed, varying the temperature of air conditioner and 

also for washing machine and controlling televisions. 
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